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Seeing a war from distance
Over the past few decades, with the expansion of the Internet and bigdata, as well as new approaches to
user interaction, content generation and new models of access to information, many new opportunities and
challenges have arisen as to how we acquire, produce and consume information. The majority of internet
users are not aware of these practices and the types of algorithms used, as well as algorithms’ role in
mediating and manipulating how we access information online.
Networked journalism, a recent trend through the development of Web 2.0 and 3.0 technologies such as
micro-blogging and social media gave birth to a new form of interaction between the traditional notion of
journalism and the public (Beckett, 2010). Over-expansion of smartphones and the Internet subsequently
gave individuals a global voice for what they see, hear and observe. However, it also melted existing political
and social structures and resulted in disengagement of citizens through an individualising process by
“transforming human ‘identity’ from a ‘given’ to a ‘task’ and charging the actors with the responsibility for
performing that task” (Bauman, 2000, p. 32). The charging force changes constantly through various
algorithms through the development of new forms of hidden practices for collecting, filtering, mining,
aggregating and disseminating data online (Bradshaw and Brightwell, 2012).
As individuals, we all read and scroll over hundreds of deaths on a daily basis when we update ourselves
with current affairs. It is becoming harder and harder for me to be moved or affected by these numbers
unless it relates to something close to me culturally or geographically. Something imminent. Obviously, news
outlets and journalists are also aware of this and they try to provide some first-hand account of the incidents
with video footage, heart-breaking images. The issue is the short-lived effect of media panics, my panics and
our collective panics.

What is Zaytoun?
An interactive illustration that attempts to
provoke and challenge the viewers to
reconsider their relationships with data and
information
consumption,
and
their
relationship to human made disasters. In this
collaborative work, we developed a novel
technique to make an illustration interactive
using conductive ink. The illustration showed
Palestinian families beside an olive tree
(symbol of peace and their relationship to their
lands in Palestine). The frame of the
illustration contained two small thermal
printers that would print a counter with names
of people who died in the four week massacre
of Palestinians in the Gaza strip in 2014
anytime a user should touch the picture.

Research questions
My broader aims in Zaytoun were to question and
reveal:
•

How various kinds of information such as wars,
diseases and corruption compete with one
another?

•

What role do we as consumers and producers of
data play in our highly “efficient” net-worked
societies?

•

How in a society obsessed with numbers and rapid
consumption of news and information can we
create meaningful and affective relationships with
information and data online?

•

What is the difference between consuming news, a
post on social media or a product in a
supermarket?

•

Have we commodified everything even our
atrocities?

•

How personalised interfaces and algorithms control
and manage our relationship with digital data and
its representations through digital interfaces?

Palestinian boy injured and was being triaged by the journalist
providing first-hand account of the invasion (Beaumont, 2014).

Critical Design
methodology
What is critical design?
Critical design is a research through design methodology that foregrounds the ethics of
design practice, reveals potentially hidden agendas and values, and explores alternative
design values. (Bardzell and Bardzell, 2013). In the broadest sense, the term refers to a form
of design that aims to make consumers think more critically about their lives.
In Zaytoun, I used commonly used thermal printers that are used in everyday contexts to
print transaction invoices to print list of casualties and some narratives and experiences of
people during the bombing of Gaza printed from the bottom of the illustration’s frame.
In Zaytoun I mobilised sound and touch to move away from exclusive reliance of visuality.
This effectively shows the importance of the role of engagement beyond visuals in enabling
situations that break the silence and enable the space for questioning. In this work, I open
the debate on the importance of non-visual experiences to enact such spaces for triggering
resistance.

Design & Language of
Zaytoun

Why Zaytoun?
Olive trees are internationally recognised as a
symbol of peace. In Palestine, they are also symbol
of unity and the relationship people have with their
land. Not only have the Palestinians been
oppressed and forced to give up their lands, but
also vast numbers of these trees have been
bulldozed or moved to occupied lands and inside
Israel. The trees are an integral part of Palestinian
families as some of these are over a century old
and it takes a long time for the trees to reach
fruiting maturity

News consumption as
transactions
Upon each touch by the participants, the
thermal printer on the right prints out
names of individuals who died during the
conflict; the second printer simultaneously
prints out one story from the list of stories
that we collected from Twitter, where
individuals described their experience of
living through this invasion. The
combination of printing records of death
and printing messages about life
experience aims to highlight both
destruction and continuation, stories of
loss and hope, but also stories of
complicity not only with the closure that is
death, but also the ongoing destruction
and suffering.

Subverting
sound of
consumption
The noise of the printing machine and the
printing of the name of the dead (and other
stories from inside Gaza) aims to play with the
idea of complicity and interfaces.

Act of touching
and shooting
This conflict resulted in over 2000 life losses
directly (Al-khabar, 2014). This painting is a form of
cartography or map mediating between the social
conditions and physical reality in Gaza and the
participants in the exhibition through the act of
touching this map. We give the user an active role;
the act of touching is not too dissimilar to the act of
shooting.
The participant unknowingly takes on the role of the
shooter, the same way citizens unknowingly and
through their acquaintance enable the destructive
politics of their governments.

Conductive ink &
detecting touch
The Arduino board connects to the illustration
through paperclips that I soldered to copper cables
in order to capture user touch points. This was
through sending a low voltage of electricity using
the Arduino Mega microcontroller through the cable
and paper clips into the surface of the illustration
that was covered with conductive ink (Bare
Conductive, 2015). Humans’ body has a certain
range of resistance to electric currents and
therefore touching the illustration would result in a
change in the current running through the
illustration.

Data collection

Bombing data
•

Regularly mining data from
Gaza ministry of health names
of people who died

•

Following and archiving users
tweets from inside Gaza
reporting on their experiences

Example of tweets used in
the work
“Reporting numbers, not knowing how or when will I be a number. *sigh*”
“The bombing of Al Basha tower saved me from a bad sleep in which I was dreaming I was drowning in
blood” https://twitter.com/Ibn3arbi

“In the space of 40 seconds, four boys who had been playing hide and seek among fishermen's shacks on
the wall were dead. They were aged between seven and 11; two were named Mohammad, one Zakaria
and

the

youngest

Ahed.

All

were

members

of

the

extended

Bakr

family.”

–

(http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/16/witness-gaza-shelling-first- hand-account)

Girl with her name written all over to help reunite limbs “In #Gaza: Death toll mounts even after the
#Ceasefire. The critically injured joins the dead due to the lack of medical supplies.” – Hossam Alfarra

Evaluation
•

Short interviews with participants

•

Anecdotal observations

•

Exhibitions had total 320 touch
interactions by participants & over
400 visitors engaged with the work

Exhibitions
•

•

This work was exhibited in 2 academic settings
•

Producing data symposium at the University
of Edinburgh (1 day)

•

Edinburgh College of Art reception area for 3
months

One public exhibition
•

V&A digital futures as part of Electronic,
Visualisation and Art conference in London
(2 days)

Critical reflections
Zaytoun’s aim was to explore and challenge
our notions of complicity in human-made
disasters and reveal, data saturation and
the resulting lack of affective engagement
with these issues.

Tracing affect/effect
I observed many participants being emotionally effected by the work and surprised by not
knowing about the ongoing war. Several of our audiences were silently crying as they
were reading the stories. I was there the whole time and was observing people who were
interacting with the work to make sure they are ok and not too disturbed and upset by the
work. The personal stories that we collected from twitter including age and name of
victims created a strong personal connection with the conflict, which is often missing from
media coverage and reporting of these issues.
With time, I came to realise that Zaytoun was lacking in terms of contextual ambiguity as
there was too much emphasis on enticing guilt among the audience. This is a common
challenge in critical design works, or as Malpass (2017, p. 18) puts it: “The danger is that
critical design becomes overly self-reflexive and introverted.”. This emphasis on selfreflexivity and introversion of the work resulted in participants leaving the work often
feeling sad and helpless. In his recent book, Bennet (2012) reviewed recent artistic and
journalistic engagements developed in response to several natural or human-made
disasters. In his work Bennet showed how some works led to an emotional desperation,
passivity and inaction, whilst others create an affective engagement that opens the space
for further mobilisation and action amongst their audience.

Tracing affect/effect
Based on discussions during both exhibitions, I tend to believe that Zaytoun was successful in
raising people’s awareness about some of these issues and engaging with them emotionally.
However, the work's strong language did not leave enough space for the participants to
reflect, interpret, and affectively engage with these issues. This could have been avoided by
leveraging contextual ambiguity. For example, by removing a layer of information such as the
names and age of individuals and just printing numbers and at some point during participants’
engagement with the work, clarifying the ambiguity. This could have expanded the reflexive
moment and imagined possibilities amongst the viewers. I would have liked to exploit more in
this project the possibilities of open and diverse interpretation by the audience. At the same
time, this was in conflict with one of my main aims which was to critically engage with the
atrocities committed by Israeli government. I therefore had to be careful about the political
dangers of leaving the work too open to diverse interpretations, especially those that they
would go against the intended goals of this work. Due to my emotional involvement with this
conflict (being an active participant in anti-war activism), there was too much emphasis on
sympathy. This resulted in a lack of objectivity in my role as a critical designer which
prevented me from fully reflecting and managing various aspects of the work better. Another
challenge that this work faced was the multiplicity of its aims. Whilst the work managed to
produce a strong effect on participants, it lacked in-depth engagement with individuals to get
them to question and think about issues that I aimed to raise. This was improved in the
subsequent works, by focusing on a specific aspect of the entanglements of science and
technology with individuals.

Beyond Zaytoun
•

Based on this technology, I developed series of
workshops with the BBC to encourage young
people in deprived areas of Bristol to engage
with creative industries. We made musical
instruments using Conductive ink & Scratch for
Arduino

•

One of our Abertay doctorate students used a
similar approach for their cancer research
investigation to explore ways to increase public
awareness about Endometrial Cancer

•

Based on my reflections on this work, I started to
explore role of satire and laughter as my
rhetorical device for critique. I found anger as an
emotion difficult to manage and I realised how
easily it can turn into disappointment and
sadness amongst audiences.

Beyond Zaytoun
My work contributes to knowledge in the following areas

Contribution to debates on technological governance:
Foucault in his final works had started reflecting on the
role of personal ethics and the act of resistance in taming,
conditioning and eventually transforming regimes of
governance. This effectively shows the importance of the
role of engagement beyond visuals in enabling situations
that break the silence and enable the space for
questioning. In this work, I open the debate on the
importance of non-visual experiences to enact such
spaces for triggering resistance.

Contributes to debates on socio-material aspects of
design objects and on the broader sense to critical design
practice.

Further reflection on & development of my practice and
the rhetorical devices I mobilised in my work

Link to video
documentation

Video:
https://vimeo.com/105133652

